Abstract. Online information repositories commonly provide keyword search facilities through textual query languages based on Boolean logic. However, there is evidence to suggest that the syntactic demands of such languages can lead to user errors and adversely affect the time that it takes users to form queries. Users also face difficulties because of the conflict in semantics between AND and OR when used in Boolean logic and English language. Analysis of usage logs for the New Zealand Digital Library (NZDL) show that few Boolean queries contain more than three terms, use of the intersection operator dominates and that query refinement is common. We suggest that graphical query languages, in particular Venn-like diagrams, can alleviate the problems that users experience when forming Boolean expressions with textual languages. A study of the utility of Venn diagrams for query specification indicates that with little or no training users can interpret and form Venn-like diagrams in a consistent manner which accurately correspond to Boolean expressions. We describe VQuery, a Venn-diagram based user interface to the New Zealand Digital Library (NZDL). In a study which compared VQuery with a standard textual Boolean interface, users took significantly longer to form queries and produced more erroneous queries when using VQuery. We discuss the implications of these results and suggest directions for future work.
Introduction
Digital libraries and other common online information repositories must provide effective access to their contents for a wide variety of users. Two modes of access which are commonly supported are browsing and searching. When browsing, users traverse information structures to identify required information. Their traversal may be supported by organisational schemas such as subject classifications, author lists and so on. When searching, users specify terms of interest, and information matching those terms is returned by an indexing and retrieval mechanism. World-Wide Web [1] based Internet search engines and some digital libraries (such as the New Zealand Digital Library, [17] ) are examples of systems which provide both keyword searching and content browsing.
In this paper we focus on user interfaces for searching, particularly those for Boolean query specification. Textual query languages which combine user defined keywords and Boolean operators in a strictly defined syntax are commonly provided as a user interface to online information sources. For example, it is the default interaction technique provided by many Internet search engines and online public access catalogues (OPACs). However, it has been shown that difficulties in dealing with Boolean logic are common, particularly when a restricted syntax is used [2, 5, 7, 9] . The consequences are that significant numbers of erroneous queries are created. Beyond syntactic demands, the conflict between the meaning of operators in Boolean logic and English language poses problems. AND tends to be inclusive in English but is exclusive in Boolean logic; OR tends to be exclusive in English but is inclusive in Boolean logic. Alternative syntax is sometimes used to overcome this. The union operator is commonly represented with |, +, or ∪; intersection by & or ∩; negation by ! or -. The lack of consistency of use of these operators across systems and their lack of direct relationship to their meaning creates further difficulties for users.
We believe that diagrammatic techniques for query specification have two key advantages over textual query languages: they are less syntactically demanding and overcome the English language and Boolean operator ambiguity. We suggest that a particularly effective graphical technique to use is that of Venn diagrams which illustrate sets and their relationships.
In the following section we describe related work. It provides evidence to support the use of Venn diagrams in query interfaces. We go on to describe the context in which our work is being undertaken -the New Zealand Digital Library (NZDL) and report on analysis of NZDL usage which can guide the design of a Venn diagram based query interface. In Sect. 4 we describe a user study that we carried out to identify how users might interpret and form Venn diagrams which correspond to Boolean query expressions. Our usage analysis and user study has directed the design of VQuery, a graphical user interface for query specification using Venn diagrams, and we describe and discuss this system in Sect. 5 . In Sect. 6 we report on an evaluation of VQuery and discuss implications of the results. To conclude we detail how this work and VQuery in particular, may be refined and extended.
Related work
The idea that Venn diagrams may be an effective medium to help users specify Boolean expressions is not new. Thomas [13] studied both interpretation and generation of Venn diagrams, partly with a view to guiding the design of query systems. In this study subjects used a wide variety of expressions to represent their interpretations and no sensible generalisation of the form of expressions could be made. However, there was commonality of meaning, most strongly with disjoint sets (set union) and set equivalence. The meaning of set intersection was much more varied across subjects. The study has some weaknesses, in that a small sample size was used, and the given diagrams had no clear indication of the particular subset that subjects were to identify. In a second study subjects were asked to draw Venn diagrams corresponding to given English language statements after brief pre-task training. Again, a wide range of individual differences was evident.
Michard [10] describes GQL (Graphical Query Language). In GQL users pointed and clicked on buttons representing a numeric keypad and relational operators to define an expression, which in turn was represented as a circle in a Venn diagram. Users could create a maximum of three circles and select areas of the resulting Venn diagram to indicate a Boolean expression. GQL was compared to TEST, a textual Boolean query language. In a comparative study subjects (who were given substantial training) made almost four times as many errors when using TEST than when using GQL. Just under half of the errors with TEST were due to the use of incorrect syntax, and a fifth due to the use of an incorrect Boolean operator. Syntactic errors were not possible in GQL, and half the number of incorrect operators were used than were with TEST. Complex Boolean expressions were more accurately represented in GQL than TEST. With respect to correct Boolean expressions, Michard found little variation in those formed with TEST, but frequent variation in those formed with GQL.
Katzeff [9] considered Venn diagrams in the context of users' mental models of information structures. Subjects in a study were given descriptions of a database and operations on its contents which adopted one of four models (no model, tables, shallow set explanation and deep set explanation). The set models were explained using Venn diagrams. The results show that the set models were more effective when subjects had to form complex queries requiring problem solving but did not differ from other modes for simple queries that matched those given in the descriptions.
Halpin [6] proposed the use of Venn diagrams as an alternative interface to SQL query specification. Although he did not carry out a usage study he convincingly argues that Venn diagrams are highly expressive, can represent a broad range of SQL queries, 'give a clear picture of the meaning of the query' and 'provide a simple means of clarifying what set comparisons mean'.
An important aspect of the use of Venn diagrams is reported by Willie and Bruza [16] . A usage study determined that set assembly and set refinement techniques were equally common when subjects were able to form their own diagrams (as opposed to indicating a portion of a given diagram). In set assembly, intersections between sets are created by overlapping circles. In set refinement circles are wholly contained within other circles to indicate intersections. In this context refinement does not imply refinement of the query, rather a particular way of arranging sets. Davies and Willie [3] carried out a comparative study of a Venn diagram user interface and a simple Query By Example [18] tool (QBE). They found that use of the Venn diagram query tool resulted in fewer errors, substantially faster specification of queries, and more positive user feedback. A key benefit was the relief from specification of queries using complex syntax as required by the QBE tool.
An aspect of a study by Hertzum and Frøkjaer [7] was the comparison of Boolean retrieval using a textual query language and Venn diagrams. The Venn diagram interface was significantly faster and produced significantly fewer errors than the textual query language. Twice the number of operational errors were produced using the textual language than with the Venn interface.
These studies indicate that a Venn diagram based user interface shows promise in more effectively supporting query specification than the standard textual query languages that are currently used. In particular, the syntactical constraints of a textual language are alleviated, and a reduction in erroneous queries and time taken to form queries is likely. The use of Venn diagrams also appears to alleviate, but not remove, the conflict between the mean-ing of Boolean AND and OR operators and the meaning of these terms in English.
The New Zealand Digital Library
The New Zealand Digital Library (NZDL) is a freelyaccessible system on the WWW (http://www.nzdl.org) that provides full-text indexes to collections of documents. It is based in the Computer Science Department at the University of Waikato. Ten collections are publicly available and several more are available only to specific end-user organisations. The freely available collections include bibliographic databases, public domain literary works, information relating to indigenous peoples of the world, and computer science technical reports (CSTR). The CSTR collection alone provides a full text index to approximately 46 000 technical reports gathered from over 300 sites world-wide, totalling 34 Gigabytes of source text.
The NZDL supports both ranked and Boolean querying, although it is the user interface to Boolean query specification that we address here. As with most other WWW based information sources users are required to form a combination of terms and operators in a particular syntax to represent their intended query. Intersection, union and negation operations are supported and are represented by &, |, and ! respectively. Query terms or phrases are joined using these operators, and components of complex expressions may be grouped using parentheses. Queries may be further refined by the use of options. One option is granularity of the search. For example, multiple terms may be required to appear within the same report, same page or same paragraph. Other options control case-folding, stemming and the maximum number of matching documents to return. It is also possible to weight the terms within an expression, so that they have stronger or weaker effects on the documents that are returned. Sample query and result screens are shown in Fig. 1 .
NZDL usage profile
Details of NZDL usage are automatically logged. Users remain anonymous in the usage logs. Through analysis of the logs we can develop an idea of how users form queries, which in turn can help us to provide more effective interface support. We will discuss usage of the CSTR collection, a detailed analysis of which is provided in Jones et al. [8] . The target audience for this collection are computer science researchers and so our expectation is that its users are familiar with Boolean logic and search strategies using Boolean queries. A study of this particular population can give insight into characteristics of what we might expect to be the best user performance with Boolean queries over the library as a whole. The logs were considered over two consecutive periods. In the first, Boolean querying was provided by default. In the second, ranked querying was the default query mechanism. In each case, users had to explicitly select the alternative. Table 1 summarises the distribution of ranked and Boolean query use. 1 We see that two-thirds of users use the default query method regardless of what it is, and this holds true over further periods for which the logs have been analysed. Nevertheless, even with ranked querying as the default, a substantial proportion of queries (a third) follows from explicit selection of Boolean querying by users. It appears that in many cases the preferred mode of searching is via Boolean queries. We can also determine the distribution of the number of query terms for all queries. This data is summarised in Table 2 (n = 32 796 because six queries used 17 terms or more and were discounted). Just under 80% of queries used one, two or three terms. This is marginally fewer than reported by Clarke et al. [4] . Two terms are most commonly used and make up a third of all queries. The mean number of terms in all queries is almost 2.5, with a slight variation between Boolean and ranked queries (means of 2.23 and 2.57 terms respectively). A further 16.6% use between four and seven terms. These figures raise the question of whether users can adequately express most of their information searching needs with one, two or three terms, or whether the methods for specifying more complex queries prove too much of a challenge.
From the usage logs we can also identify the frequency of use of Boolean operators within multiple-term Boolean queries. This data is summarised in Table 3 . The intersection operator (&) is by far the most common, appearing in a quarter of all Boolean queries. The mean num- ber of intersection operators in queries where they were used was approximately two. The union operator is used 10 times less frequently than intersection, and negation is used in only 1% of queries. Parentheses are used in only a small percentage of queries (4.6%) to produce compound expressions. 18% of queries use four or more terms; therefore it is perhaps the case that users do not effectively use parentheses to manage query complexity. These observations indicate that although Boolean querying is explicitly selected for a third of the queries, the queries tend to be simple in the logic that they express, mainly using the intersection operator only. It is also interesting to consider the level of query refinement that users carry out. The information required to determine this has only been logged more recently than the data sets used above. Here we consider a further set of 23 550 queries within the CSTR.
Consecutive pairs of queries submitted by individual users were analysed. The frequency with which terms were repeated from a user's preceding query is summarised in Table 4 . Approximately one half of the queries were completely distinct from the previous one, sharing no terms. The most frequent number of common terms is 2 for Boolean queries (for 17.82% of queries) and 1 for ranked queries (for 18.76% of queries). The mean number of repeated terms is 1.22 for Boolean queries and 0.96 for ranked queries. It appears that query refinement with respect to the search terms used is a common user activity, occurring slightly more frequently for Boolean queries than ranked. In particular, users often build on previous queries to form a new query, most commonly reusing one or two terms.
In most cases Boolean queries are short and simple, but expansion of queries with further terms is common. It may be the case that such strategies enable users to effectively find useful information, and that no further support is necessary. However, this view is confounded by the observation that for two-thirds of Boolean queries none of the returned documents are accessed by the user. Therefore investigation of alternative user interface techniques to support Boolean query specification seems necessary. In the following sections of the paper we describe how graphical representations of Boolean queries might be a suitable approach.
A study of Venn diagram usage
We carried out a paper based study to determine how users form and interpret graphical Venn-like diagrams which correspond to Boolean queries. The study was similar in nature and intention to that of Thomas [13] . It was carried out in two parts. In the first part of the study users formed natural language expressions representing their interpretations of given Venn-like diagrams. This enabled us to investigate if our envisioned mapping of diagram to expression matched those commonly identified by users. In the second part users formed Venn-like diagrams to represent given natural language Boolean expressions. This allowed us to consider several questions. First, we wanted to determine how effectively users can manipulate Venn diagrams to represent Boolean expressions. Second, we were interested in whether users create strict Venn diagram representations, and if not whether common variations can be identified. Third, we wanted to determine if the use of both set assembly and set refinement approaches as identified by Willie [15] could be confirmed.
Subjects
A sample of 18 students enrolled in first year undergraduate computer science courses was randomly selected. At the time of study the subjects had received no more than a few weeks of tuition, and the majority were taking computer skills courses rather than computer science courses. 12 subjects were enrolled in a variety of arts and science majors across a broad range of disciplines. Only 6 intended to major in computer science. None could be said to have a computer science background or expertise, although all had some prior experience of using computers. 16 of the subjects had some experience of using the Internet and had all used one or more WWW based search engines. 10 subjects had prior experience of Venn diagrams during high school study, six experience elsewhere and two had no prior experience. 14 had English as a first language. 12 subjects were aged between 18 and 20 and the remainder were aged between 21 and 29. There were eleven male and seven female subjects.
Subjects were given no training in how to draw or interpret Venn diagrams.
Method
Each subject completed two tasks: A: subjects formed English language expressions to represent their interpretation of given Venn-like diagrams. B: subjects formed Venn-like diagrams to represent given English language Boolean expressions. Subjects were alternately assigned to two groups. Presentation order of the tasks for each group is shown in Table 5 .
In Task A 11 Venn-like diagrams were presented for interpretation. Subjects were told that they represented Internet search engine queries. The form of diagrams is shown in Fig. 2 (V1-V11). They become progressively more complex and use both set assembly and set refinement. The subjects were asked to write down a description of the shaded areas. For queries involving more than 3 terms we diverge from strict Venn representation because of the recognised difficulties in displaying 4 or more overlapping sets. We allow non-overlapping sets, and were interested to determine if subjects interpreted them as intersection or union relationships. In Task B nine English language representations of Boolean expressions were presented. The expression structures are shown in Table 6 . Again subjects were told that they represented Internet search engine queries. The expression structures correspond directly to the Boolean expressions represented diagrammatically in Task A. There are two fewer because there is no set assembly/refinement distinction. Subjects were asked to draw, using any diagramming method, representations of the expressions. A suggestion that '...one approach may be to represent each query term with a circle and to arrange the circles so that you can shade an area to represent the query' was made.
The descriptions, diagrams and time taken by subjects to complete each task were recorded. On completion of each task subjects were asked to rate their confidence in the correctness of their solution to each question. Responses were given on a seven point scale, 7 being very confident, 1 no confidence. Subjects were also asked if they had any general comments about the task. The first task was removed before the second was administered.
Results and discussion
Each subject's responses in Task A were trimmed to their most concise expression, removing superfluous text, and then grouped and counted. Table 7 summarises subject responses, labelling terms A, B, C and so on to clarify the Boolean expression structures. Overall, we see that across all subjects there is a consistent and accurate interpretation of simple set intersections, and that intersection is represented with the word AND (V1, V3, V5 and V6). This indicates that in Venn diagram interpretation users can overcome the difference between the exclusive AND of Boolean logic and the inclusive AND of English language. When groups A and B are compared there is no discernible difference in success in interpretation of intersections. Simple negation (V7) was successfully interpreted across all but one of the subjects, expressed with the word NOT.
Simple union operations (with two or three terms) produce a variety of responses (V2 and V4). A number of subjects responded to these questions by using the word AND. There are two possible explanations. First, subjects may have interpreted the diagrams as intersections and appropriately used the word AND to match their interpretation. Second, the conflict between inclusive OR of Boolean logic and exclusive OR of English language may have proven difficult for subjects. In this case they may have expressed inclusivity with the inclusive English word AND. It is interesting to note that a number of subjects provided redundant detail in interpretation of union expressions. In both V1 and V4 some subjects included the intersections between sets which It may be that these subjects think of set A as implicitly being A only using an implicit Boolean negation operator. Set refinement representation (V3 and V6) was consistently interpreted accurately by the majority of subjects. However, there was more variation displayed than in the intersections represented by set assembly.
In some cases (V2, V3, V6, V11) a number of subjects incorrectly combined two query terms into a single term. This is likely because the terms involved were "waikato" and "university", which naturally combine to "waikato university" for students of the institution.
Subjects had no difficulty in identifying multiple set collections (V9, V10 and V11) and representing them distinctly in their responses. Less than half of the subjects identified the non-overlap of sets within these diagrams as a union operation expressed with OR. The majority expressed non-overlapping set relationships with AND. It is unclear whether their intention was to represent inclusion or exclusion. Interestingly, the redundancy of V4 was not repeated for V10.
There is some indication of a learning effect with respect to V9, V10 and V11. For multiple set collections more subjects in group A interpreted non-overlapping sets as intersections expressed by AND than unions expressed by OR. For group B (who interpreted diagrams as the second task) more subjects interpreted non-overlapping sets as unions expressed by OR than intersections expressed by AND. Table 8 shows subjects' confidence in the correctness of responses; how well they thought they represented the given diagram. Responses were given on a seven point scale, 7 being very confident, 1 no confidence.
All subjects were positively confident that their English interpretation correctly represented the meaning of the diagrams. Of the simple queries (V1 to V7) there is lower confidence for the first instance of set refinement (V3). This is not the case for the second instance (V6). Group A exhibits a decrease in confidence for more complex diagrams (V8 to V11), whereas for group B there is a small increase for V8 and V9 and little change for V10 and V11. The mean confidence across all questions is higher for group B than group A. However, there is no significant difference (at the 5% level) between the confidence of the two groups. This may be due to a true lack of effect of task order on confidence. For Task A there is no significant difference (at the 5% level) between the time taken by Groups A and B. Table 9 summarises the  observations.  Table 10 summarises the responses for Task B in which subjects formed Venn-like diagrams to represent given Boolean English expressions. Group B formed the diagrams prior to the interpretation task, and Group A formed diagrams after the interpretation task. As with Task A, we see that across all subjects there is consistent and accurate representation of set intersection and nega- tion for simple queries (E1, E4, E5). This is also evident for more complex queries using intersection and negation (E8 and E9). This indicates that the phrasing used to represent intersection and negation was interpreted as intended without apparent conflict between the English language and Boolean logic meanings. Both set refinement and assembly approaches were used for intersection of three sets, but only set assembly for intersection of two sets. Again, as with Task A, subjects seemed to experience more difficulty in dealing with set unions. This is consistent with the findings of Michard [10] . The responses to E2 and E3 show that some subjects interpret expressions such as A or B as 'A only or B only', and exclude the set intersections from their diagrams.
Overall the most common responses directly matched the representation that we presented in the interpretation task. Group A subjects display a strong match even though the diagrams were removed when Task A had been completed. With little prior experience they could remember and reproduce the given diagrammatic notation. Group B responses were more varied as we might expect given that they had not seen any example diagrams. However, for E1 to E6 the most common response was still the representation that we presented in the interpretation task. There is much more variation within Group B for the multiple set collection queries (E7, E8 and E9). It seems that this type of query is 
prone to idiosyncratic representations without prior experience of an appropriate diagram form. No subjects bounded their set combinations with a representation of the universal set, which seems to be implicit in their diagrams. All subjects were positively confident that their diagrams correctly represented the given English language Boolean expressions. The mean confidence across all questions is higher for Group A than Group B. However, there is no significant difference (at the 5% level). This indicates that subjects' confidence was not increased significantly by experiencing a diagrammatic notation prior to forming their own diagrams. Again, this may be due to a true lack of effect of task order on confidence, or to the small sample sizes of each group.
For Task B there is a significant difference (at the 5% level) between the time taken by Groups A and B. Table 9 summarises the observations. Group A formed diagrams significantly faster than Group B. This is most likely attributable to their prior experience of a diagrammatic representation in Task A.
The incidence of revisions of diagrams across all subjects was low. Only 18 of 162 diagrams (11%) were altered and this was evenly spread between the two groups. This is consistent with the confidence in the responses that subjects reported.
Implications for a Venn diagram based user interface
The study is encouraging, in that it reveals a reasonably high level of consistency across subjects in interpretation and formulation of Venn-like diagrams which represent Boolean expressions. Although incorporation of multiple variations of Venn representation into a user interface might support a range of users, it introduces complexity and potential ambiguity. Given the commonality of subject responses, and particularly the way in which Group A were able to reuse the given representation style with minimal exposure to it, we believe that a single representation will be effective. Use with minimal or no prior experience is an important aspect of a user interface for a WWW based information source. Both the set assembly and refinement approaches were used and should be provided in a Venn based user interface. Set refinement seems to have utility in expressing more complex intersections.
Intersection and negation operations were interpreted and represented with little variation and the representations used in Task A seem to be appropriate.
A noticeable issue was in how subjects dealt with union of sets. Particularly, some users considered the union of two sets to exclude their intersection. This and other minor variations across subjects may be dealt with by provision of appropriate feedback on the semantics of diagrams which they create.
The English expression of Boolean queries produced little variation in the Boolean logic represented by subjects in their diagrams. Variations in the diagrams were due to idiosyncratic representations of the same logic. We therefore assume that the forms of English expression which we used were not ambiguous and could be used in a user interface to provide feedback to users. Although only 10% of diagrams were revised we believe it is important to provide tools which allow diagrams to be amended. This is particularly important for query refinement.
Our study dealt with the overlap of a maximum of three sets in any one set collection, but considered how effective a non-overlapping representation is for representing four or more sets. In Task A half of the subjects interpreted non-overlapping collections of terms (V9-V11) to represent intersection. However, in Task B slightly more than half created diagrams in which non-overlapping collections represented union. Noticeably, most of these subjects had seen this representation in the first task that they did. Therefore, it seems that with little training this representation is useful for forming more complex queries.
As we described in Sect. 3.1 approximately 19% of queries were composed of more than three terms. The organisation of four or more circles in a diagram to enable selection of intersections is difficult. A method for elegantly showing four overlapping sets is shown in Fig. 3 but is unlikely to be easily created by users. A second approach may be used for queries containing four or more overlapping sets. Some abstraction technique could be used to allow multiple query components to be 'collapsed' into a single graphical entity. This was suggested by Michard [10] but was responsible for the introduction of errors in query formulation, and so its design must be carefully considered. Figure 4 shows the VQuery interface. It has two main components: the query window and the result preview window. The query window is divided into three main areas. To the top left is the query workspace. This is a window in which the user can organise query terms to create Boolean queries. To the bottom left is the natural language query view -a text panel in which an English interpretation of the current query is displayed. To the right is the control panel. 
A workspace for query manipulation
The query workspace is a large scrollable window, which when fully expanded provides a full screen workspace. It displays circles containing query terms which may be phrases or single words. Each circle may be thought of as the set of documents containing the term within the circle, and below each term is a number indicating how many documents are in that set. A new term is created by typing a word or phrase into the term entry box within the control panel and the number of terms that can be added to the workspace is unlimited. The circles can be selected (as 'Tarzan' currently is), moved and resized using standard pointing and dragging with a device such as a mouse. Multiple terms can be selected, moved and resized using a keyboard modifier. Selected terms can be removed using the delete key. Set assembly and refinement representations are both supported -terms can overlap (such as 'lion' and 'tiger' in Fig. 4 ) and be fully contained within other terms (as 'cheetah' is within 'Jane' in Fig. 4 ). The workspace is divided into two areas; an active query area within the rectangle labelled 'Active query' and a non-active query area outside of it. The active rectangle contains the terms that the user is combining to form a query and the non-active area acts as a storage area for terms which have been used in the past or may be used later, but do not contribute to the current query. Terms can be dragged in and out of the active area to amend the active query. The active query area can be moved or resized by dragging its bounding rectangle, providing a second method for inclusion or exclusion of terms.
Through the arrangement of term circles and positioning of the active query area users can create complex queries containing multiple terms and using combinations of the AND, OR and NOT operators. There is a distinction between selection of term circles for moving and resizing operations and for what we term query-selection. Query-selection occurs when the user points at or clicks within a term circle, to indicate that the term is to form part of the query. When this happens a coloured dot appears in the term circle to indicate that it is selected.
An AND operation on two or more terms is represented by query-selection of the intersection of the circles of those terms. An OR operation on two or more terms is represented by query-selection of the circles of those terms but not in the area of their intersection. Any term circles within the active area which are not query-selected are combined with other terms using the NOT operator. The query shown is Fig. 4 is ((lion AND tiger) OR jungle) NOT Tarzan.
Shneiderman [12] has argued for dynamic query interfaces which reflect changes in query results as the query itself is refined. The query selection mechanism provides such immediate feedback. Query-selection of terms can be either transient or fixed. Transient selection is used when immediate previews of results of queries involving single terms or the AND operator are required. In this case, when the user moves the mouse pointer into a circle a dot (which is red in the interface) will appear at its centre indicating that it is to be used within the query being formed ('jungle' in Fig. 4 is transiently selected) . The results preview window will be updated to contain the titles of the documents which contain the term within the circle. When the mouse pointer leaves the circle, the dot is removed and the document titles associated with the term are removed from the results preview window.
If the mouse pointer is moved into the intersection of two or more circles a dot appears at the centre of their intersection, and the circles are joined by lines, to represent their association in the AND operation. Again the results preview window is updated, and the interface reverts to its prior state when the mouse pointer leaves the intersection.
When the user is satisfied with a component of the query its query-selection can be fixed by clicking within its circle or the intersection of multiple circles. In this case the query-selection is not removed when the mouse pointer leaves the selected region. This is useful for experimentation with addition of other components to a base query, and is necessary to allow specification of the OR operator using disjoint term circles. Fixed queryselections can be removed by a second click within the region of the selection.
Result previews
The result preview window contains a label which indicates how many documents match the currently selected query and a list of titles of the documents which will be returned by the currently selected query. The current query may be refined through transient selection, fixed selection, term deletion, or manipulation of the active query area, and in each of these instances the result preview is immediately updated to reflect the change. Single or multiple selections of items within the title list can be made using the mouse and a keyboard modifier. When the user double-clicks on selected items, the full text of those items is retrieved from the NZDL and displayed to the user.
Query reinforcement
The natural language query view is situated below the query workspace. It presents an English language interpretation of the active query, which for new users reinforces the semantics of the visual notation, and provides feedback as to the meaning of a selected query. It is immediately updated whenever the active query is amended. We use a simplistic transformation, attempting to reduce ambiguity in the English expression. English versions of Boolean expressions are inserted into boilerplate text which gives user instructions and indicates which collection is to be queried.
Storage and retrieval of queries
Users are provided with utilities to store and retrieve VQuery state both within and between query sessions. To save the current state of a query workspace the "Bookmark current state . . . " command is used, accessible through the Bookmarks menu. When this is selected the user is prompted to supply a textual label for the bookmark. This label is then added to the Bookmarks menu. There is no limit on the number of bookmarks which can be created in a VQuery session. When a bookmark is selected from the menu the current workspace state is replaced by the state at the time that the bookmark was created. The replication of the state is exact, including size, positioning and selection of all components of the query workspace. Each bookmark is stored in a concise ASCII file format.
Persistent storage of a querying session is also supported. Commands to save and load sessions are accessible through the File menu and users are prompted with standard file selection dialogs to name and select sessions. Both session and bookmark files can be communicated to other VQuery users so that queries and results may be shared between people.
Evaluation of VQuery
We administered a user study to determine the efficacy of the VQuery design. The study had two aspects. The first was to determine if user performance with VQuery interface is better than with a standard textual interface for Boolean query specification tasks. The performance measures that we were particularly interested in were the speed with which tasks were completed and the correctness of the Boolean queries that were formed. The second aspect of the study was a qualitative analysis based on user perceptions of the two interfaces. The textual query language against which VQuery was compared was that of the NZDL. In the NZDL intersection is represented by &, union by |, and negation by !. Precedence can be controlled by parenthesising portions of the query.
Subjects
12 subjects were recruited for the study. All subjects were university students and were enrolled in degree programmes in a range of subject areas. All subjects had prior experience of forming Boolean queries in textual query languages and were aware of Venn diagram representations of Boolean expressions.
Method
Each subject completed two tasks:
A: translation of given English language representations of Boolean expressions into NZDL notation. B: translation of given English language representations of Boolean expressions into VQuery notation.
Subjects were alternately assigned to two groups. Presentation order of the tasks for each group is shown in Table 11 .
For both tasks subjects were given a total of 9 English language queries to translate. Example queries are shown in Table 12 , and the underlying structure and presentation order of the queries is shown in Table 13 . The Table 11 . Task ordering for the two groups in the interface evaluation study
First Task Second Task
Group A A (English to textual) B (English to VQuery) Group B B (English to VQuery) A (English to textual) Table 12 . Sample tasks presented to subjects in the interface evaluation study find the documents that are about circles but not about squares find the documents that are about either circles or squares find the documents that are about both circles and squares find the documents that are about either blue circles or red squares find the documents that are about blue shapes, red shapes, squares or triangles find the documents that are about hexagons, pentagons or shapes that are both red and black Table 13 . Ordering and structure of tasks presented to subjects in the interface evaluation study 9 queries required subjects to use each Boolean operator both individually and in combination. The queries extend beyond the characteristics of usage of the standard Boolean query interface of the NZDL. This allowed us to investigate if standard behaviour was better supported by VQuery, and how support for more complex query construction compared to the standard textual interface. Queries were presented to subjects one at a time.
The queries in this study had a restricted set of 9 terms, 5 of which were shapes (circle, triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon), and 4 of which were colours (red, green, blue, black). These terms were randomly inserted into the query structures shown in Table 13 .
Both tasks were administered in a semi-automated way. For Task A a set of World-Wide Web pages was constructed. Each page presented a query to the subject and provided an area into which their response could be typed, along with a brief explanation about the Boolean query syntax of the NZDL. On completion of the query the subject clicked a 'submit' button to move to the next query. The amount of time a subject spent on a query page, and their submitted Boolean query were automatically logged by the system. For Task B VQuery was amended in the following way. A persistent dialogue window was introduced which contained the English language representation of each of the 9 queries to be created. A single document collection was made available for querying (described below), and a button was introduced which allowed the user to submit their completed query and move to the next task. Again, the time taken to form the query and the final query representation was automatically logged.
Subjects' comments and behaviour were recorded by the experimenter in both tasks.
In order to analyse the accuracy of queries formed by subjects we created a restricted set of 60 simple documents for use in the study. Each document contained only a combination of a subset of the 9 shape/colour query terms. For each query the sets of documents matching both a correctly formed query and a subject's submitted query were determined. Table 14 shows the mean completion times for each query using the two styles of interface. Using the textual interface the mean time taken to complete all tasks was a little over 7 minutes. For VQuery it was a little under 19 minutes. There is a clearly significant difference in the mean times taken using the two styles of interface. Overall, subjects took almost three times longer to complete the query tasks with VQuery than they did with the textual interface. There was a degree of variation between performances of individual subjects -the shortest time taken for the textual task was 4 minutes 22 seconds, the longest was 11 minutes 39 seconds. For the textual interface the standard deviation in completion times is just under 2 minutes. Using VQuery the shortest time taken was 8 minutes 18 seconds, the longest was 29 minutes 52 seconds, and the standard deviation of the times is approximately 7 minutes.
Results
When we consider the individual queries we see that those that contained three or more terms took longer to complete than those that contained two. Across all subjects the mean completion time for queries 4 to 9 was highly similar with the textual interface, although there is more substantial variation for those queries between groups A and B. There is a greater degree of variation for queries 4 to 9 over all subjects using VQuery. Queries 7, 8 and 9 in particular took longer to form than the others.
When we consider whether task ordering resulted in a difference in completion times we find a significant difference at the 5% level (one-tailed t-test) between groups A and B in the textual task. Subjects who performed the VQuery task first then completed the textual task significantly faster than the group who performed the textual task first. When we consider the VQuery task we find that task ordering had no significant effect. Figure 5 shows the cumulative completion times for the tasks. We see that times taken in the two conditions begin to diverge immediately. For the textual task there is a steady, linear increase in time taken. For the VQuery task there are two clear points at which the time taken on queries increases. The first is at the transition from two-term to four-term queries requiring the union operator. The second is at the tran- sition to four term queries requiring the intersection operator. Table 15 shows the accuracy achieved by the subjects. Over all subjects 10 queries (of 108) were formed incorrectly using the textual interface, giving an accuracy rate of 90.7%. This is significantly different to the accuracy achieved using Vquery -69% over all subjects. In respect to the textual task, the subjects who performed it second produced slightly fewer erroneous queries than those who performed it first. Using VQuery, the subjects who had performed the textual task first produced slightly more errors than those that used VQuery first.
For both systems the majority of errors occurred in the final three queries (7) (8) (9) . With the textual interface seven out of ten errors occurred in these queries. The impact is more pronounced for VQuery with 28 of 33 errors occurring in queries 7, 8 and 9. For queries 1 to 6 the numbers of errors are similar for the two systems -3 errors with the textual interface and 5 errors using VQuery.
Discussion
There are a number of reasons as to why subjects took more time when using VQuery. First, all subjects had prior experience of forming textual Boolean queries (although not necessarily in the form required in the study). They were given brief instruction on how to use VQuery, but their experience with VQuery was less than they had with textual approach to query specification. We did not provide training in the use of VQuery because its intended target user group is casual users of query systems. A comparison of performance without training is an important consideration given that we are proposing to introduce a query technique which substantially differs from those experienced by users in common query environments such as digital libraries and Web search engines. User acceptance of the system is likely to be poor if it appears to support their querying task less efficiently than the interfaces that they currently use.
The second reason for the time differences is less related to the subjects' expertise with VQuery. Query specification in VQuery is a three-stage process: users specify the required query terms, organise the query term circles into an appropriate spatial layout, and then select the areas of the layout which represent their required Boolean expression. An overhead is incurred in the physical act of moving and resizing the circles, and we observed that users spent a noticeable amount of time rearranging circles into a layout that they were happy with. This overhead is not present in the textual language. Additionally, whenever subjects made typing errors while entering query terms, they would have to reenter the term correctly to create a new term circle for the correctly typed term. In the textual interface existing text could be easily edited. An expert user of VQuery created the queries required in the tasks given to the subjects, taking just over 10 minutes to complete all 9 queries. This is closer to, but still more than, the mean time taken by subjects in the textual task Therefore, even with substantial training, the overhead of manipulating the graphical representation renders VQuery slower than a purely textual interface.
A third reason for the disparity in time taken between the systems is the difficulty experienced by subjects in query-selecting portions of the diagram. In the case of intersections of terms the overlap between circles must be sufficiently large for the presence of the mouse cursor to be recognised and a selection recorded. Often users would click on a small overlapping area but the system would fail to recognise this as a selection of an intersection. Users would then have to deselect the selected area and rearrange the diagram before trying again. This effect is particularly noticeable for queries 7-9 where subjects had to select intersections of multiple overlapping circles.
It is clear from these observations that there are several areas for redesign of VQuery. First, it is necessary to allow the text of query terms to be edited within the query workspace to alleviate the overhead of creating new terms circles when typographical errors have occurred.
Second, to reduce selection errors the sensitivity with which selection of circle intersections is recognised must be improved, or overlapping areas could be constrained to a minimum size. Most importantly the overhead in managing the arrangement of term circles must be alleviated. One way to achieve this is through the provision of query templates for common Boolean expressions. Users might select from a list a template which would appear in the workspace and then allow query terms to be associated with each term circle. This would extend the restrictive three term template provided by GQL [10] and TeSS [7] . Templates might be provided in both textual and graphical forms. Templates could be automatically organised within the workspace to ensure that the full range of selections was possible. Additionally, graphical items in the template could include both set assembly and set refinement forms of intersections between terms.
Group B (subjects who completed the textual task after the VQuery task) completed the task significantly faster than Group A. It seems that the use of VQuery had a positive impact on the speed with which subjects could then form textual queries. This might simply be due to increased familiarity with the task and the queries to be formed. However, from observations of and comments from the subjects, it appears that the textual task was commonly treated as a translation task from the English language query to the Boolean syntax. With VQuery the translation was not so direct. Subjects thought more deeply about the semantics of the query rather than merely its representation -a behaviour which then supported more rapid formulation of textual queries. We believe that integration of diagrammatic Venn representations of queries into user support materials (such as online help) may help users to more rapidly form Boolean queries in standard textual interfaces.
The mean completion time for one query (query 7) was almost twice that of any other when using VQuery. This is because subjects had to expand the underlying Boolean expression (A OR B) AND (C OR D) into ( A AND C) OR (A AND D) OR (B AND C) OR (B AND D) in order to be able to represent the query. Even if they produced the correct expansion the arrangement of term circles would be difficult. Again, this problem may be alleviated by the user of query templates.
The increase in task completion time resulting from the use of VQuery might be acceptable to users if it reduced the number of erroneous queries created. Unfortunately, far more erroneous queries were produced with VQuery, although for queries 1 to 6 the number is comparable to the textual interface. The major disparity occurs in queries 7 to 9. These queries differ from the others in that they require expansion of the expression, or intersections of three or more overlapping term circles to be selected for the query to be accurately formed. As described above the selection mechanism did not effectively support precise selections of overlaps unless the diagram had been organised appropriately. This is predominantly a user interface issue which can be resolved by refinement of the selection mechanism.
An observational analysis of the subjects provides additional insight into the timing and accuracy measures. Notes were taken regarding subject behaviour during the tasks, and comments that they made were recorded. A common positive comment was that the natural language feedback regarding the currently selected query was useful, enabling incorrect queries to be rapidly identified and refined to produce the required Boolean expression. Although subjects produced many erroneous queries with VQuery they knew that they were erroneous and often commented to this effect -they simply could not form the appropriate graphical representation. This kind of immediate feedback is useful, and could be integrated into a textual query interface. In fact, several subjects found it frustrating that the textual interface did not provide this feedback.
Subjects used differing strategies to form the graphical queries. One strategy was to first create term circles for all terms within a multi-term query, and then to organise them to enable selection of the appropriate query. Another strategy was to incrementally form the query, adding to and organising the graphical representation term by term. The first strategy had not been envisaged and was poorly supported in Vquery -all term circles initially appeared in the same position in the workspace. This problem can be resolved by offsetting the position of new term circles from previous ones. Additionally four subjects used set refinement rather than set assembly techniques to form intersections -for some users the ability to do so is a supportive aspect of VQuery.
Despite the slower and less accurate performance with VQuery several subjects viewed its use as a positive experience commenting that it was more fun and easier to use than the textual interface.
For the purposes of directly comparing VQuery against the NZDL query interface we used a restricted set of Boolean query expressions. There are some Boolean expressions that can not be represented using VQuery. Disjoint term circles (or groups of term circles) that contain a query selection are viewed as unions, and those that do not contain a selection are viewed as negations. Consequently an expression such as A NOT (B AND C) can not be represented. Further work is required to investigate how the current representation can be extended to include such expressions.
Conclusions
The first study presented in this paper indicates that there is a high level of consistency in the way that users both interpret and form Venn-like representations of Boolean expressions even though they may not conform to strict Venn diagram notation. Drawing from these results we have developed VQuery, a system for interactive graphical specification of Boolean queries, which uses the most common notations revealed in the study. A second study comparatively evaluated VQuery and a standard textual Boolean query language. The results show that subjects took significantly longer, and produced more erroneous queries when using VQuery than they did with the textual interface. These results are at odds with previously reported speed and accuracy increases resulting from the use of Venn diagram notations for Boolean query specification.
The key difference between VQuery and other Venn diagram oriented query systems which have produced more positive results is the level of flexibility provided. Other systems, such as GQL [10] and TeSS [7] provide restricted Venn diagram templates in which three overlapping set circles are constantly displayed. Terms or expressions entered by users are abstractly matched to circles in the templates by intermediate labels. In contrast VQuery allows users to form queries containing more than three terms, and gives them the freedom to manage the spatial layout of those terms as they wish. This supports more complex queries and both set assembly and set refinement strategies for creating expressions involving intersection. However, it is clear that for many users there is a substantial overhead involved in the manipulation and organisation of term circles leading to increased query specification times. We suggest that standard query templates (that extend those provided in GQL and TeSS) may alleviate this problem. Such templates would provide a starting point for users, and then support interactive rearrangement as users refine the base query. In more exploratory tasks (where the goal is not a specific target expression) the dynamic querying aspect of VQuery will allows users to exploit such templates to rapidly investigate a range of expressions without the refinement overhead incurred with a textual interface.
The accuracy with which users can create queries in VQuery is clearly also an issue. This is mainly attributable to the sensitivity of the query selection mechanism within the interface. Refinement is evidently required to reduce the frustration and errors that users experienced as a result.
Overall, although the performance measurements for VQuery were disappointing, we are encouraged by the positive responses to the system by subjects despite the frustrations that many experienced. The insights gained from the study will support redesign and evaluation VQuery to address the observed problems.
Future work
The manner in which Boolean expressions are represented in VQuery is one aspect of its support for query formulation. A further aspect is the application of dy-namic querying techniques which enable users to rapidly explore a range of relationships between query terms without reformulating the query as would be required in a standard textual query language. Users can get an idea of how many and what sort of documents will match their query as they refine it. Once we have resolved the interface design issues relating to query specification we will investigate how well dynamic querying supports users' document retrieval tasks.
The collaborative nature of information browsing and retrieval has been highlighted by Twidale and Nichols [14] . In the NZDL we would like to support collaboration between users, but also between users and the NZDL librarian who deals with users requests, offers advice on its use, and suggests how queries might be formed and refined. We have developed a prototype system Collaborative VQuery, implemented in GroupKit [11] , which allows geographically distributed users to collaborate on an information retrieval task. They can create and manipulate queries on a shared workspace and communicate through textual message windows. We will investigate the efficacy of this system in support of common collaborative tasks within the New Zealand Digital Library.
